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Abstract

This paper presents the results of an investigation into taught master’s students’ expectations and experience of being supervised during their final project. It does so using exploratory survey and focus group data from one UK institution with a high proportion of international students. The paper adds to the limited literature on master’s students’ experience and makes two further main contributions. It finds that students both expect supervisor engagement and respond well to it, and argues that focusing on key elements of the dyadic supervision process (supervisor availability and level of engagement, feedback provided, and provision of expert guidance on theory and method) can disproportionately improve students’ overall learning and satisfaction. In addition to furthering knowledge in this area, the research suggests numerous practical implications and lines of potential future inquiry.
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Introduction

Taught UK master’s programmes typically last one year, in contrast to undergraduate and doctoral programmes, which take at least three years to
complete. This means that universities have relatively little time to understand master’s students, which may help to explain why the master’s degree is ‘one of the least understood or researched academic levels in higher education’ (Drennan and Clarke, 2009, p.483). UK master’s programmes have not been included in public evaluations of teaching quality, but this is changing with the metrics-driven evolution of higher education (Tomlinson, 2018), the Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF), (BIS, 2015; 2016) and the launching of the Office for Students (OfS), with its focus on student value-for-money (OfS, 2018).

The financial potency of business school master’s degrees is already well known. In 2017/18, UK business and management students accounted for 21% of the postgraduate taught student population (HESA, 2019), and many higher education institutions now depend on the income these students bring (Hordern, 2014). Moreover, 28% of the UK’s postgraduate taught population (126,000 of 450,000) in 2017/18 were non-EU students; these international students are often concentrated in highly multi-cultural business schools (HESA, 2019).

European and particularly UK master’s students typically produce a substantial, independent piece of capstone work to complete their degree (Meeus et al., 2004). Described by Pilcher (2011, p.37) as a constantly-changing ‘elusive chameleon,’ the dissertation or final project (as it is called here) represents a significant opportunity for student learning and personal growth, as well as potentially influencing students’ abiding memories of their institutions. Yet, ‘little is known of coursework master’s graduates’ experience of research or research supervision’ (Drennan and Clarke, 2009, p.483). Although much work has been done on PhD supervision, the master’s level remains under-researched (Harwood and Petrić, 2018). In other words, not enough is known about master’s students’ experience of the final project, which forms a significant component of their learning. Indeed, Larivière et al. (2008) and Dietz et al. (2000) have challenged the usefulness in practice of dissertations, due to factors such as poor supervision, insufficient time, and students’ limited analytical experience. There may well be a discrepancy between the potential benefits and students’ lived experience.

This paper uses focus groups from two temporally distinct cohorts of MSc
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International Management students and an exploratory questionnaire administered to the first cohort of those students to provide insight into student expectations and experience of supervision at one anonymised institution, BusinessCollege, which has followed the traditional, dyadic supervision model of one-to-one supervision. At BusinessCollege, a supervisor is allocated 18 hours per MSc student, to cover guidance and marking, with a minimum requirement of at least two face-to-face meetings.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: the next section provides the theoretical basis for the research, through a review of the literature on supervising master’s level student dissertations, and on student evaluation of teaching. The methodology section then outlines the use of focus groups and a questionnaire. The research findings and discussion sections follow subsequently. The paper concludes with reflections on the consequences of the findings for practice and scholarship.

**Literature Review**

This section provides an overview of two dimensions that are relevant to the student experience of supervision: factors relevant to successful supervision, and student evaluation of teaching. A search of the literature reveals that learning at master’s level, and dissertation supervision in general, has until recently received limited attention. There is some contemporary research on master’s level business/management teaching and learning, focussed on Master of Business Administration (MBA) programmes (e.g. Simpson et al., 2010; Beenen, 2013; Hordern, 2014; more generally, Hallett, 2010); other programmes receive less attention (Beatty and Leigh, (2010) speculate on the reasons). Literature on supervision, by contrast, tends to concentrate on the supervisor rather than the student, whether the focus be at master’s (Anderson et al., 2006) or doctoral level (Halse and Malfroy, 2010; Halse, 2011; Morris et al., 2012).

**Supervising master’s students**
According to Todd et al. (2004), the supervisor’s challenge is to inculcate autonomous student learning whilst recognising that many supervisees are insufficiently prepared for this study format. Ebadi and Pourahmadi (2019) highlight different student-staff expectations of supervisory input as problematic, a finding shared by Roberts and Seaman (2018); simply put, students want supervisors to be more directive, rather than providers of general guidance. Filippou et al., (2017) find that international students expect more from their supervision than native students. Contradictorily, Pilcher (2011) posits that good students desire suggestions, whilst others request direction, linking supervisory approach to student quality.

Nonetheless, for master-level work, in which original, ground-breaking research is not expected, and in which the timeframe is significantly compressed, we can expect technical expertise to play a significant role. Vos and Armstrong (2019) argue that there is also a significant gap between supervisors’ knowledge and student learning in the research methods classes. Critical incident research (Roberts and Seaman, 2018) highlights the undergraduate supervisor’s role in confidence building and providing clear, direct advice. Reguant and colleagues (2018), however, emphasise the generic skills of fostering and growing student enthusiasm, whilst transferring an understanding of the research process. Moreover, different students may require different pedagogical approaches to the supervision of their final project (Harwood and Petrić, 2018). Dysthe’s earlier (2002) study into supervisory roles identifies three kinds of supervisory model, each with its own dynamic; students can have different preferences and, given the highly diverse student population of master’s students in the UK, it is reasonable to expect that they will.

Research into Arabic-speaking master’s students studying with English as a foreign language highlights key learner skills gaps: limited research scoping, design and analysis experience, exacerbated by poor academic writing capability (Ebadi and Pourahmadi, 2019). Challenges can also be compounded by issues of learner isolation, low motivation and poor attendance (Vos and Armstrong, 2019). However, the literature is relatively silent on the question of factors important for successful dyadic master’s-level supervision. By way of explanation, Pilcher (2011) emphasises the elusiveness of the terms ‘master’s dissertation’ and ‘master’s supervision’, a
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A challenging situation that has been further augmented by an increasingly diverse student body. Nonetheless, some trends can be gleaned from the relatively scant research that has been conducted on master’s dissertations, augmented with insight from doctoral and undergraduate supervision. One can identify five key factors: supervisor availability and level of engagement, feedback provided, and the provision of expert guidance on theory and method. It is to these that the paper now turns.

**Supervisor’s availability and level of engagement**

Most extant work on master’s student supervision has been in the context of the traditional dyadic supervisor-student model. One study (de Kleijn et al., 2014) addresses supervisor responsiveness and adaptability to students’ needs and circumstances, and in their earlier research de Kleijn et al. (2012) uncovered two variables: affiliation and control. Affiliation captures ‘the extent to which the supervisor is emotionally involved in the project and/or with the student’, whilst control captures ‘the extent to which the supervisor gives direction to the student activities’ (de Kleijn et al., 2012, pp.926-927). Such research suggests that clear communication between supervisor and student is needed, as is matching the appropriate level of direction giving with the specific needs of the student. These findings are congruent with previous work by Unsworth and colleagues (2010) which highlights the importance of the relationship between supervisor and student.

Here, availability is a key theme. Some supervisors can allocate insufficient time for supervision (Pilcher, 2011; Ebadi and Pourahmadi, 2019), whilst others are unavailable during the summer term when master’s students need their support most (Pilcher, 2011). Ebadi and Pourahmadi (2019) call for a code of practice to clarify bilateral duties and expectations. Parker-Jenkins’s (2018) doctoral supervision research warns of the dangers of overstepping professional supervisory boundaries (over-engaged) and being a never-available jet-setting internationalist (under-engaged). One can conceptualise availability as the supervisor’s willingness to communicate with the student as needed, as a precursor to the level of engagement indicated. This is defined by the extent to which the supervisor achieves a balance
between being over-involved with the student’s work (overbearing), engaged (a student-defined optimum) and under-involved (effectively absent).

There is also evidence that personal and holistic supervision\(^1\) is particularly valuable for international students and those in soft disciplines (Egan et al., 2009; Khalifa, 2018), such as Management. Moreover, motivation is widely acknowledged to have an impact on learning in general, and on deep learning in particular (Naidoo, 2015). Final project supervisors in a dyadic supervision setup are well placed to stimulate student motivation, and can have a transformative impact through the learning environment they promote (Rowley and Slack, 2004). Conceptually, a supervisor’s availability and level of engagement can be identified as two distinct factors.

**Providing Feedback**

Andrews and colleagues (2018) find that learner feedback is frequently a contentious topic in student satisfaction measurements. Where a supervisory role is poorly defined and understood, expectation mismatches around student support can occur, which can impact on student satisfaction metrics (Del Rio et al., 2017). Vos and Armstrong’s (2019) research on Marketing dissertation supervision highlights the problem of students missing scheduled meetings and seeking feedback too close to the submission deadline.

However, when master’s students receive dissertation feedback that they perceive as positive and as providing good guidance, they tend to perceive themselves to be learning from their supervisors (de Kleijn et al., 2013). Moreover, it is well established, generally, that feedback that is specific, timely, positive (‘sugar coated’ (Zheng et al., 2019)) and tailored to the student is a significant factor in student learning (see Petty, 2009; Paolini, 2015; Wiltbank et al., 2019).

**Expert guidance on theory and method**

Todd and colleagues (2004) identify academic expertise as one of a supervisor’s main roles. However, in the context of large business school cohorts, master’s

\(^{1}\) That is, supervision that does not simply focus on the technical aspects of the task at hand.
supervisors are not always experts in students’ specific topics, a phenomenon Harwood and Petrić (2018, p.50) pithily summarise in a chapter title: “This is not my topic but I’ll help as much as possible”. Vos and Armstrong (2019) highlight mismatched supervisors (assigned between 5 and 15 students) as their main challenge: many academics are required to cover topics where they have no in-depth knowledge. However, good quality feedback is particularly salient in the absence of an optimal student-supervisor subject expertise match (de Kleijn et al., 2014). A recent report (Dericks et al., 2019) suggests that supportiveness rather than specific expertise is more important, even for doctoral student satisfaction.

From the literature review, supervisor engagement, availability and feedback appear to be the most salient for successful dyadic master-level supervision. However, supervisors’ specific methodological and theoretical competence are also significant factors, and are therefore included in the research design.

**Student evaluation of teaching**

Student evaluation of teaching quality is a fraught topic. On the one hand, as Remedios and Lieberman (2008, p.91) argue, teaching quality is ‘by far the largest determinant of student evaluation of courses’, a view supported by Gibson (2010) and by Douglas and colleagues (2006). These authors’ views present an understandably positive image of teaching evaluation. There is robust evidence that student satisfaction and student learning are indeed strongly related (Douglas et al., 2006; Gibson, 2010). Ideally, therefore, an educator would simply concentrate on teaching.

On the other hand, however, there has also been growing disquiet in recent years at the over-reliance on student evaluation of teaching as a measure of teaching quality. Blackmore (2009) argues that generic teaching evaluations are more about accountability and marketing than improving teaching and learning. Billsberry (2014, p.151) was concerned enough by increasing managerialism and accountability to students, to address his final editorial to the topic. Moreover, a recent meta-study of
students’ evaluation of teaching suggests that evaluations are often unrelated to independent views of the quality of student learning (Uttl et al., 2017), supporting Blackmore’s (2009) earlier argument. Zabaleta (2007) finds a link between low grades and low scores in student evaluations, but no significant link between higher grades and higher evaluations, suggesting that students may merely punish faculty awarding lower grades. More broadly, Clayson and colleagues (2006) find a clear reciprocal relationship between grades and students’ evaluation of their teachers (see also Lancaster and Fanshawe, 2015). Metrics gamification appears to be a widespread and persistent phenomenon, and the authors bluntly conclude that, ‘instructors can buy evaluations with grades’, independent of learning (Clayson et al., 2006, p.64). Although the UK government acknowledged this danger when planning the TEF (BIS, 2016, p.12), Eaton and Penaluna’s (2019) analysis shows sharp and unexplained UK university grade inflation, for which they blame the TEF.

Potentially exacerbating the challenges associated with relying on student evaluation of teaching is the changing role of the student. Numerous factors have conspired to position the student as a consumer (Finney and Finney, 2010) in the UK. These include a rise in tuition fees; the remit and actions of the Office for Students (Nicholls, 2019); the introduction of the Teaching Excellence Framework (Gunn, 2018); and of the weight given to student evaluations, particularly that of the annual National Student Survey (Holland, 2019). There is a danger, as Billsberry (2014, p.152) trenchantly argues, of edutainment, a ‘particular distortion of education where the drive is to entertain students in educational settings rather than teach them’. This concern, that non-expert students may evaluate style more favourably than substance, is at least a generation old (Naftulin et al., 1973). It reflects the main message in Kruger and Dunning’s (1999) seminal work on ‘unrecognised incompetence’ (see also Blackwood, 2012, p.72, on business undergraduates). That is, students are not always best placed to evaluate pedagogical or curriculum decisions, with the result that students may judge the teaching they have received by criteria such as grades received or the degree of support they perceive.

The foregoing discussion of factors influencing student evaluation of teaching suggests that the supervisor-supervisee relationship may be negatively impacted,
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precisely at the stage where students need to be working more independently. It is certainly possible to be sceptical of student evaluation, whilst recognising its central role. It is therefore desirable to find a way of teaching that minimises the disadvantages of student evaluation and generates the greatest benefit to students. The available literature suggests that supervision of the final project at master-level is a promising arena in this regard.

To sum up, the literature suggests that student enjoyment facilitates learning, but by no means guarantees it, and that supervisors can facilitate student learning in the final project in five distinct ways, by: (1) communicating well; (2) providing thorough and appropriate feedback; providing competent guidance on (3) methods and (4) theory; and (5) striking a balance between under- and over-involvement. The research questions can thus be stated as:

1. How do taught master’s students at a given institution experience being supervised in their final projects, in terms of the five elements just outlined?
2. What does such experience mean for universities, given the increased significance, and expansion, of teaching ratings?

Having outlined the theoretical basis for the paper and generated the research questions, this paper now continues to explain the methods used in answering them, before presenting and discussing the results.

**Methods**

Answering the first research question required conducting primary research into students’ experience. Addressing the second means analysing teaching evaluations in light of the Teaching Excellence Framework. This section concentrates on the primary research undertaken, in the form of questionnaire and focus groups.

In keeping with Bunderson and Thompson’s (2009) method of generating exploratory
data, the researchers developed a questionnaire (see Appendix 1) to capture student perceptions of each of the five specific aspects of supervision identified, and included open-ended narrative questions, to capture views on possible improvements to supervision arrangements. The survey was prepared in consultation with BusinessCollege’s Educational Development Unit, and research was conducted strictly according to the standards and guidance in place at the time, including gaining the requisite ethical approval. The study aimed to develop an initial understanding of the student dissertation supervision experience. Given the small window of opportunity for data gathering (a summer project submitted at the very end of the degree programme), and the strongly international nature of the student population, it was important to keep the survey as concise and straightforward as possible. In the interests of saliency and consistency, a 5-point Likert scale was used with polar opposite ends and a neutral mid-point. Question 1, ‘How balanced was your supervisor?’, related to supervisor involvement. Question 2 inquired about supervisor availability, and the third question invited a rating of the usefulness of supervisor feedback. Questions 4 and 5 elucidated usefulness ratings for methods and theory guidance. The final open-ended question invited participants to identify a change recommendation that could have improved the supervisory experience. Two additional open text boxes invited master’s students to offer up any additional comments or suggestions.

The questionnaire was administered on the same day as students submitted their final projects. To encourage participation in the data-gathering process, paper questionnaires and tablet computers were available at BusinessCollege’s reception and its administration office. Administrative staff facilitated the process, actively encouraging students to complete the survey, whilst emphasising the voluntary nature of participation. Students wishing to enter the prize draw did so via a separate, clearly marked collection box (prize-entry was not permitted for electronic submissions, to preserve anonymity). A suitable prize was offered to incentivise participation, the draw for which took place at the end of the day.

Two fully subscribed focus groups were scheduled to take place immediately after students had submitted their work, to elicit additional information; one each in
English and Mandarin. This was considered appropriate given the large number of Mandarin native-speakers in the cohort. However, turnout on the day led to one group being cancelled and the other becoming an individual interview. Additional focus groups were thus scheduled in a subsequent academic year. These solicited student opinions on hopes and expectations, rather than on lived experience of supervision. Both student cohorts were comparable in terms of such factors as age, academic background, and country of origin, and there were no material changes to the dissertation supervision process or policies in the intervening time. The second wave of focus groups was well subscribed. Three focus groups took place: one in Mandarin and two in English. All were subsequently transcribed for analysis. In total, nine students participated in four different events run by the lead author and a Mandarin-speaking colleague.

**Quantitative Results**

A total of 199 surveys were received from the outgoing 2014/2015 MSc cohort (159 on paper); a response rate of 44.2%. This is within the norm for organisational research (Baruch and Holtom, 2008). Of the surveys received, 195 were complete (all numerical questions were answered) and four were partially complete. Table 1 summarises the numerical data gathered. Narrative responses to the survey are tabulated in Appendix 2.

**Table 1. Descriptive statistics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Balance</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Feedback</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Theory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>-0.1744</td>
<td>3.7949</td>
<td>3.9333</td>
<td>3.7897</td>
<td>3.5795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standard deviation</strong></td>
<td>0.8375</td>
<td>1.0300</td>
<td>0.8855</td>
<td>0.9316</td>
<td>1.1566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Median</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Possible range</strong></td>
<td>Scoring range:</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Scoring range:</td>
<td>1 (not well/useful at all)</td>
<td>5 (extremely well/useful)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-2 (far too involved)</td>
<td></td>
<td>+2 (far too uninvolved)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contingency tables, also called cross-tabs, generated using the statistical analysis package SPSS, were used to identify interactions between different responses. Question 1 was re-scored, so that it was in line with the values in other questions. Thus, -2 became 1, 0 became 3, and 2 became 5. Goodman and Kruskal’s gamma was used to determine associations between the different questions amongst the 199 respondents. There were statistically significant moderate-to-strong correlations between all questions. All items had a statistically significant relation to one another (at a confidence level of $p \leq 0.002$). Questions 2-5 were positively correlated to one another. The strength of this relationship ranged from moderate ($G=0.408$) to strong ($G=0.775$). Responses to Question 1 were negatively correlated with the other four questions, the strength of this relationship ranging from weak ($G=0.330$) to fairly strong ($G=0.635$). Figure 1 summarises the cross-tab data in bar-chart form, providing the strength and direction of the relationship between each pair, together with the level of significance test. Analysis in the next section focuses on the strength and direction of these correlations.

**Figure 1. Summary of cross-tab data: relationship between questions.**
Qualitative Findings

This section sets out a discussion of the findings from the four focus groups and the information included in the open-ended questions in the survey. Much of the discussion indicated a lack of awareness of the process and of the role of supervisors (and their responsibilities), leading to uncertainty and unrealistic expectations. This was particularly pronounced for the Mandarin-language focus group, but was a point of similarity for all students.

There were clear differences between the Mandarin and English language focus groups. English-language responders wanted supervisors to be interested in students’ work and be supportive and responsive to their needs; notably to put greater focus on the ‘affiliation’ variable (see de Kleijn et al., 2012). This preference corresponds with Marshall’s waiter model (2009, pp.150, 156-157), in which the
supervisor is on hand when needed, but otherwise leaves the student to get on with it unhindered. In this model, supervising is more about facilitating than teaching, as the following focus group extract indicates:

   English-language3: I would say for me, to show interest in what I am trying to get out of the dissertation, to try to at least be positive and give me trust and confidence in what I am doing. That’s at least what I am hoping for from a supervisor.

   English-language2: It’s kind of a mix of all these things, just the attention or engagement, not just ignoring what you say, to have some interest in you . . . I wouldn’t expect them to be super involved because I mean, because it’s supposed to be your project. I don’t expect much more than guidance really.

   English-language1: If I really, really had to choose I would choose ‘too involved’ than ‘not enough’.

Mandarin-language respondents, by contrast, wanted more active guidance from supervisors. To build on Marshall’s (2009) gastronomical theme: if English-language respondents preferred the waiter model, then Mandarin-language respondents were looking for a cooking-class arrangement. That is, they wanted a mix between teaching and facilitating, with more frequent interventions and the occasional demonstration, and strong guidance on the structure of their work (i.e. greater focus on the ‘control’ variable: see de Kleijn et al., 2012; Khalifa, 2018). They appeared to want supervisors to take the lead, as the following Mandarin language focus group extract illustrates;

   Mandarin-language1: For me, the most important [thing] is the structure of the [final project]. We wish supervisors would give us feedback on the structure in details, so we can start working on each part of the dissertation.
Mandarin-language2: Also, we may focus writing on some parts which are not actually important to the research question. We are afraid of deviating from the main theme . . . We hope the supervisors could suggest us which area to focus.

Mandarin-language1: That would be good [the supervisor giving students a reading list].

Mandarin-language 2, 3, 4: Yeah, that would be good if we are given that. Yeah. Agree.

Mandarin-language1: We are afraid that some supervisors just say you should look for related literature by yourself. But there are so many resources. We don't know which ones are good. It would be great if they could give us a list of literature to read.

Analysis of the focus group findings largely confirms the limited previous work in this area (e.g., de Kleijn et al., 2012; 2013). However, they provide additional insight, particularly in the UK context and on the international dimension. The next section discusses the findings in some detail.

**Discussion**

The paper started with a review of relevant literature on supervision and student evaluation, then introduced the methods used to conduct the research, the findings of which have just been presented. This discussion section now offers an interpretation of the data gathered and concludes by addressing the limitations of the study.

The focus group data suggested that students of all backgrounds are often unsure of what to expect from the final project, and that there are notable differences between
students, depending on their background. It is unsurprising that some international students desire more active guidance from their supervisors. This arguably reflects the uncertainty associated with their comparative lack of experience in independent study and unfamiliarity with the academic norms of a different culture, including ways of reasoning (see: Harwood and Petrić, 2019; Zheng, et al., 2019). As one respondent put it, ‘[P]robably half the students, they don’t have experience studying abroad so I think they don’t know how to write a proposal, how to write a dissertation, even, some of the people, they don’t know how to write essays.’ Such an analysis is congruent with a recent study of international students in the UK that calls for critical thinking - typically considered the ‘gold standard’ of Western higher education - to be reconsidered (Hammersley-Fletcher and Hanley, 2016).

The clear differences in expectations between different groups of students arguably provides strong support for the dyadic model of supervision, which by its nature allows for more individually-tailored interaction (Wisker, 2012). However, it is relevant to note that BusinessCollege students were aware that their supervisor plays an influential role in grading their work, and as the primary source for employment references. In such an exposed, power-influence context, it is likely that some students might find it difficult to openly share their honest opinions and issues, even when given the opportunity in an anonymous feedback process.

By comparison to the focus groups, the survey asked about students’ experience of having been supervised. The data indicate a negative correlation between Question 1 (perceived supervisor involvement) and the other numerical questions (other aspects of the supervision experience). Ceteris paribus, this suggests that over-involved supervisors were seen to provide more useful guidance. This is supported both by narrative responses to survey Question 6 (on possible improvements: students expressed more dissatisfaction with under-involved than with over-involved supervisors), and by views in the English-language focus group.

This makes sense given the importance of the final project and the student-as-consumer phenomenon. The implication is that supervisors should err on the side of over-involvement, leading supervisees with stronger guidance à la cooking class.
A metaphor, rather than waiting in the background to be called upon when needed. However, such an interpretation should be treated cautiously, for three key reasons. First, Question 1 scoring was not linear: the ‘ideal’ score for that question was 3; not 1 or 5. Second, the descriptive statistics (Table 1) indicate that students perceived their supervisors to have already achieved a near-perfect balance between the two extremes of being over-involved and insufficiently supportive, with the lowest variance in responses. Interestingly, this is despite focus group indication that different groups of students have very different preferences upon entering the process, suggesting that students’ views change during the final project process, and/or they perceived their supervisors as getting the balance right for them. Third, although the dyadic supervisory relationship is shorn of many of the factors that reduce the value of student evaluations, the score could nonetheless be at least partially an artefact of students valuing form over content (see Naftulin et al., 1973 – the Dr Fox effect).

Responses to Question 5 (theory) had the weakest relationships with other questions, with only moderate correlations. Question 5 also had the lowest mean score of the four linear questions, and the highest standard deviation. This arguably reflects the non-specialist nature of supervision and represents an area with particular potential for improvement. It is reasonable to assume that students whose supervisors’ expertise matches their own research areas are more likely to feel well served on theory; a view supported by the strong correlations in students’ responses to Questions 2-4 (communication, feedback, and methodology). Interestingly, evidence from the focus groups suggests limited student expectation of theoretical guidance at the outset.

To sum up: survey respondents generally evaluated their experience positively, perceiving their supervisors to have struck a good balance between over- and under-involvement, a key factor identified by Wisker (2012). Even those who were less satisfied with other aspects of their supervision experience tended to be happy with their supervisors’ involvement. Students feel better guided when their supervisor is an expert in their subject area; nonetheless, supervisor engagement can compensate for lack of subject expertise. Overall, we can expect student satisfaction
in final project supervision to map well with learning satisfaction (Gibson, 2010; and see earlier), and student satisfaction with supervision to be positively correlated with learning. These results represent good grounds for optimism about the introduction of teaching evaluation for master’s final project supervision. Indeed, the present research suggests that student evaluation of supervision has the potential to lead to improved teaching scores, without threatening teaching quality. Moreover, the pernicious reciprocity effect between faculty and students outlined earlier (and see Clayson et al., 2006) is less salient in a final project, because of the nature of the exercise. In short, therefore, the evidence suggests that paying attention to the student experience in supervision may be a relatively easy way for universities to both improve student learning and raise teaching scores. There is therefore a good argument to be made for timely investment in staff and processes around the final project.

BusinessCollege provides an intriguing exploratory case study. Nonetheless, the findings are arguably relevant to practice in other business and/or management schools, and indeed, to the wider higher education environment (HESA, 2019).

This discussion section concludes by addressing the limitations of the current research. The focus groups were conducted with small numbers, and results should be seen in that light. In terms of questionnaire design, Questions 2-5 were scored differently from Question 1, making direct comparisons and interpretation of the data more challenging. This is mitigated somewhat by the simplicity of the exploratory survey, which was intended to capture students’ views on a limited number of questions. Although the response rate was good by many measures, respondents were self-selecting. It was thus not random and cannot be considered representative. The results, therefore, need to be treated with caution. Nonetheless, the proportion of the student population completing the questionnaire is large enough to be relevant for practice. Perhaps the 44% who responded were the most motivated to do so, in which case they arguably represent both extremes of feeling. Also, given the differences between the focus groups, future iterations of the survey might capture such additional demographic information as students’ home language. Finally, the results presented here must be treated as indicative, in keeping with
exploratory research. A larger sample would have been needed to test construct validity, and reliability testing would have required a substantially greater sample. Having said that, no claim to validity and reliability is being made: validating the questionnaire would have been beyond the stated scope of the research.

**Conclusions**

This paper has examined the literature relevant to the supervision of master's final projects, a research area that appears to be underdeveloped. It has addressed challenges related to the student evaluation of teaching. A salient survey instrument was developed using a pragmatic methodology. The results of that survey have been presented and discussed, drawing several significant conclusions. The results suggest that a greater focus on the student experience in supervision may be a relatively easy way for universities both to improve student learning and to raise teaching scores, without compromising teaching quality. The paper now concludes with several suggestions each for practice and research, before ending with a final reflection.

The present research has numerous practical pedagogic implications for institutions. This is timely given the increasing regulatory focus (e.g. TEF) being given to the postgraduate student experience. First, the importance of feedback for students suggests that final project supervisors should be required to receive specific training on supervision and/or giving feedback. This implication is supported by Harwood and Petrić’s (2019) reporting on pedagogical activities to promote supervisory practice.

Second, institutions should carefully consider the optimal number of students that an individual faculty member may simultaneously supervise, taking into account both aptitude and motivation, with a goal of improving both student and staff satisfaction before the TEF is expanded to postgraduate students.
Third, the research supports previous literature studies (Holdaway, 1995; Drennan and Clarke, 2009; Roberts and Seaman, 2018) suggesting that it is beneficial to match supervisors’ expertise with students’ research choices: institutions should do so where possible, particularly in the case of students from non-Western backgrounds. However, the data suggests that this aspect is neither decisive in meeting students’ expectations nor in mediating their experience of the process.

Penultimately, the focus group data and narrative feedback from the surveys indicate some appetite for modified administrative arrangements at BusinessCollege, particularly in providing greater clarity on processes and procedures (such as frequency of meeting, and commenting on written drafts).

Finally, universities might usefully consider following the example of many UK local councils, by providing summary information on the processes to follow in preparing and submitting work in the native languages most frequently spoken by their students. Doing so would facilitate non-native students’ understanding of unfamiliar academic practices and permit them to focus more fully on the quality of their academic work.

The exploratory research presented here suggests numerous directions for further research. The present research has been strengthened by serendipity in failure: conducting research on both pre-dissertation and post-dissertation students provided data from two points along students’ progress, which, although not originally planned, has strengthened the findings and analysis. Can the scope be usefully widened further, to draw out expectations, needs and wants before, during and after the dissertation experience? Can it be broadened to also include undergraduate dissertations?

The second area is one of differences. As is common across the Western higher education landscape (Universities UK, 2014; Australian Government, 2016), BusinessCollege has a high proportion of international students, particularly from China. To what extent do learning cultures embedded in specific educational backgrounds influence students’ expectations of the final project and of the
supervisor? What role does an international faculty play in the context of supervision?

One implication of this paper is that students’ experience of the final project could disproportionately affect their ongoing perceptions of BusinessCollege, affecting organizational reputation. The third area of further research would thus be to test this possibility through a survey of alumni at some temporal distance from completing their studies.

The fourth avenue of inquiry is related to the implication that student satisfaction with the supervision process is more closely related to learning than is student satisfaction with coursework. There are good theoretical reasons for such a conclusion (Erichsen, et al., 2014; Roberts and Seaman, 2018) but can it be empirically tested? Also, what about alternative models of supervision?

Finally, the possibilities of experiential learning are interesting. Students’ final piece of work is typically a stand-alone research project. An ongoing discussion about the value of experiential learning (e.g. Chia and Holt, 2008; Ng, et al., 2009) suggests that alternative forms of final assessment - such as internships (Beenen, 2013) - may be worth exploring.

In closing, master’s students are the least well-understood student group, and the final project is even less well-understood. Universities arguably have a shrinking window of opportunity to experiment; to conduct well-monitored trials of different ways of supervision and other aspects of teaching at master’s level. Doing so could both improve students’ learning and experience, and benefit university ratings.
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire

[The original questionnaire was on BusinessCollege letterhead]

Thank you for taking the time to complete this anonymous survey about your experience of being supervised during your [final project]. Your answers will help us to understand how we are performing, and to identify areas in which we can improve the quality of the supervision we offer. It should take 3-5 minutes to answer all seven questions.

Completing the questionnaire in person at [institution] entitles you to enter a lucky draw for one of two prizes. Each prize is £150-worth of vouchers to [an iconic local store]. After you complete the questionnaire you will be offered a paper token: if you want to enter the draw, complete the token and put it in the box. Prizes will be drawn at random on 1 September, and the winners informed the same day.

Questions

Balance
The supervisor’s role is to provide assistance to the student, striking a balance between being too involved in the student’s work and not providing enough necessary support.

How balanced was your supervisor? (choose one option only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Far too involved</th>
<th>Too involved</th>
<th>Balance about right</th>
<th>Too little support</th>
<th>Far too little support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Communication
Supervisor and student should communicate about the project as appropriate.

How well do you think your supervisor’s availability matched your needs? (choose one option only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not well at all</th>
<th>Not particularly well</th>
<th>Neither well nor badly</th>
<th>Well</th>
<th>Extremely well</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feedback
Feedback from the supervisor should help the student to develop new insights and improve their work.

How useful did you find your supervisor's feedback in general? (choose one option only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extremely useful</th>
<th>Useful</th>
<th>Neither useful nor not useful</th>
<th>Not particularly useful</th>
<th>Not useful at all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methodology
One of the main areas in which a supervisor can help a student is to provide guidance on research methods.

How useful was your supervisor's guidance on methods? (choose one option only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not useful at all</th>
<th>Not particularly useful</th>
<th>Neither useful nor not useful</th>
<th>Useful</th>
<th>Extremely useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theory
Another main area in which a supervisor can help a student is to provide guidance on theoretical development.

How useful was your supervisor's guidance on theory? (choose one option only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extremely useful</th>
<th>Useful</th>
<th>Neither useful nor not useful</th>
<th>Not particularly useful</th>
<th>Not useful at all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please suggest one change that your supervisor could have made to improve your experience.
If you have any further comments or suggestions, please list them below.

Space for additional comments

Please place your completed questionnaire into one of the marked boxes provided.

If you have any questions about this survey, please contact [named person, with details]

Thank you!
**Appendix 2: Narrative responses to survey**

Table 2. Areas of student concern (narrative responses to Q6 & Q7 of questionnaire).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Examples of student responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Feedback**                  | • Be a bit more specific sometimes. I felt that the feedback was too broad and could have been more focused at times.  
 • Could have provided more than yes / no answers regarding the appropriateness of the methodology and literature review  
 • A bit more insight, comments and suggestions on the content of the paper and theories.  
 • Advice more on discussion part  
 • In the meanwhile [my supervisor] can give us some feedback. We can depend on the feedback to modify our dissertation. |
| **Availability**              | • I think [my supervisor] was giving too many students supervision  
 • [My supervisor] is too busy and no time for reply to email  
 • More meeting with students.  
 • More meetings. I only had once face-to-face meeting.  
 • I think there are inadequate number of supervisor. … Some supervisors did not seem to have time to advise or support their students. I do not think it is fair for both supervisors and students as compared to other department where one person is assigned to supervise only a few students (less than 5) |
| **Compatibility**            | • Match supervisor and student: Understand a bit more about the topic  
 • My supervisor is not keen on my research area. . |
| **Administrative/organizational concerns** | • What should be changed is the schedule of research methods class and submission period of [the] proposal. The current schedule of research method has been arranged far |
too early during the term time.

- I don't think the proposals should have been marked… I got a good grade so I am not complaining … We had to submit two proposals, one as an assignment and one is the actual one but they could have been the same. It didn't make sense to me.
### Appendix 3: Details of focus group

Table 3. Details of focus groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>20'40&quot;</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>One male; not English native-speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 September 2014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>22'56&quot;</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Two male, one female; two English native-speakers, one non-native speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 February 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>25'11&quot;</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>One male; Mandarin native-speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 February 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus group</td>
<td>34'19&quot;</td>
<td>Mandarin</td>
<td>Four female; all Mandarin native-speakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 February 2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>